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Abstract

In this paper, adaptivity and recommendation methods have been explored and implemented for an e-commerce web application of an online e-shop system, utilising Python web framework technologies.

The approach used to create such adaptivity methods is described through the analysis of initial requirements, models and designs of the planned solution, and the final implementation of the chosen method using the Web2py Python Model-View-Controller (MVC) framework. The formalisms used to achieve our goal, notably requirements documentation, Use Case diagrams for specification, and implementation, were investigated to determine their appropriateness for our case study. Two levels of solutions were provided: basic implementation using cookies functionality, and advanced implementation based on the integration of machine learning algorithms. As part of the advanced implementation, the suitability and advantages/disadvantages of different methods such as Scikit-learn, and general recommender systems, such as content-based recommendations, were analysed and presented. This type of implementation is the first step towards the explainable artificial intelligence (AI) paradigm where AI decisions are presented through adaptive interfaces. Lastly, future research possibilities are presented, by considering more applications and further design aspects.
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1.0 Introduction

This paper discusses the integration of web applications with adaptive features developed using web framework technologies through the implementation of an e-commerce case study. Two levels of adaptivity are defined: basic, through the use of cookies, and advanced adaptivity through the integration of machine learning algorithms.

Adaptivity can be defined as an interactive software system which improves its ability to interact with a user, based on partial interactions with that user [1]. This improvement of interface interaction can be achieved utilising information stored in big data form, and processed through machine learning techniques, providing the user with more personalised recommendations.

Machine learning algorithms can be implemented alongside a user interface using various web technologies. It was established that sensible recommendations to users have already been given, using a system which was developed by leveraging PHP and SQL in 2005. The system used the Weighted Slope One algorithm to rank, and informedly, select items to recommend [2]. This method proved to be sufficiently relevant and usable, as recommendations are precomputable. However, in comparison to other collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms, both Improved Slope One and Weighted Slope One are outperformed [3]. An improvement of this method could incorporate the PHP framework, Drupal. Drupal’s built-in recommender API/module provides the developer with two recommendation options; “users who browsed this node also browsed”, and “recommended for you” [4], an effective method for implementing machine learning algorithms with a user interface. It was observed, however, that the recommendations in this specific scenario were inaccurate; the implemented Drupal recommender was not enough and required a further content-based recommender [4].

Python-based web frameworks such as Django have been utilised to create systems that use aspects of machine learning, namely feature extraction and classification, to generate item combinations for users [5]. Django has been used in collaboration with other web frameworks such as AngularJS to provide further improved interactions through personalisation for a user. A relevant study has demonstrated that, when using these frameworks in unison, more efficient personalisation results are achieved, provided they are applied to a scenario [6].

Although there is literature suggesting that there is not extensive use of our chosen framework (Web2py), we were motivated by the strength of Python as a language and the ease-of-use of the framework itself. Web2py provides ease in rapid development, consisting of an in-built IDE and the simple Model-View-Controller (MVC) paradigm, supporting the work of both academic and scientific communities [7]. Based on past experience, the framework was simple to adopt, learn, and use. Alongside its ease of use, the framework’s Python baselines enable the use of powerful scientific libraries that were explored when considering the implementation of machine learning. One such library is Scikit-learn, an open source machine learning library for Python, which supports the use of simple and
efficient tools for data mining and data analysis [8]. With Web2py’s simplicity and Scikit-learn’s efficiency, it was agreed to leverage both technologies for implementation of a user interface with a machine learning algorithm.

Recommender systems are one example of the application of machine learning algorithms. Currently, these systems are more widely used where the application is low-risk, such as shop item recommendation, due to their unexplainable nature [9] and therefore lack of trustability.

The latest research on AI and its interfaces though, suggests that more is needed to establish trustability on AI decisions and interfaces leading to the Explainable AI paradigm. Explainable AI, is a paradigm described by DARPA as a capability that allows for the understandability, manageability, and essentially trustability of AI, required to resolve the non-intuitive, opaque, and incomprehensibility nature of machine learning [10]. With explainable AI, a chain of reasoning, based on the AI’s knowledge and inference, can be provided to the user, demonstrating why the algorithm has made certain decisions and not others[11].

Our proposed methodology is a first step towards developing adaptive interfaces designed appropriately to enable “confidence” in AI and enable the implementation of the future explainable AI paradigm.

The remainder of this paper will cover an overview of the case study in Section 2 to which the web application will be applied. In section 3, both high-level and low-level Use Case diagrams of the proposed web application are presented. Section 4 will detail implementation steps of both levels of adaptivity; cookies and machine learning-based. Section 5 will present reflections and evaluations of our implementation, and finally Section 6 offers conclusions and suggestions for future research directions.

2.0 Case Study Overview

This case study takes the form of a requirements document for an assignment set to students at Bournemouth University, studying on a Web Programming second year module. In this case study, requirements and suggested implementation methods were considered.

The resulting system will take the form of a large e-commerce website, the focussed section being a product review application.

The system will:
- Allow site administrators to view and search products that are being sold on the website.
- Allow site administrators to update product details, such as stock level, description, etc.
- Allow site administrators to add and delete products.
- Link to a back-end database where all product details must be stored.
- House a log-in system that authorises two user groups; general users, and administrative users.
- Display a list of products where logged-in users will be able to leave reviews for individual products.
- Allow logged-in users to view reviews by other users, as well as adding their own reviews.

In addition to the above requirements that define the basic system, we had to further enhance the system by implementing functionality resembling that of a recommender system. This was completed using basic functionality and would take the form of a ‘Recommended Products’ feature on the home page. Here, we expected products related to those recently viewed by the user, to be displayed, anticipating that the user would also be interested in those products, with a functionality that is similar to a content-based recommender system.

The technology of choice for such system was Web2py, a Python web framework which uses the Model-View-Controller (MVC) paradigm. Web frameworks are increasingly used in web development due to the abstraction they provide for common and reusable web development tasks enabling fast application development with substantially fewer lines of code.

3.0 System Design: Use Case Modelling

3.1 High-Level Use Case

To effectively analyse and understand the system’s complete set of requirements, high-level Unified Modelling Language (UML) Use Case Modelling is applied, following the methodology outlined in [12]. These diagrams provide description for how a user/actor of the system should perceive the entire system, ensuring that all requirements previously stated, are met.

Fig. 1 shows a high-level Use case diagram, consisting of all scenarios mentioned in section 2.0, with the main actors being User, Administrative User, and System, and actions of Register, Log-in, Administrator Log-in, View Product (user), Leave Product Review (user), Update Product Details (admin), Add/delete Products (admin), and Recommend New Products (system).
In the case of recommendation of items, the interesting feature in this diagram is the System’s action of Recommend New Products. This is further explored overleaf.

![High-level UML Use Case Diagram of the system](image)

**Figure 1. High-level UML Use Case Diagram of the system**

### 3.2 Low-Level Use Case: Item Recommendation

To focus more on the item recommendation functionality, a lower-level Use Case was required to understand further actions needed to identify items recommend to users.

Fig. 2 shows a low-level Use Case diagram, capturing a more detailed definition of actions required by the system in order to recommend new items to a user. This process is irrespective of whether the user is logged in or not, as shown in Fig. 1.
4.0 System Implementation

4.1 “Basic” Implementation using Cookies

In order to address the Use Case diagrams detailed above, a system was initially developed using the Web2py framework. This system forms both the main e-commerce website and the product review application, as specified in the requirements covered in section 2.0.

The system allowed for administrative users to manage (add, edit, and remove) products, and regular users to view, and leave reviews on products that are visible to other users.

The further development of the system to advance functionality, involved the development of the item recommendation feature to work alongside the initial system. As part of this development, the use of site cookies was our primary method.

Fig. 3 demonstrates that, firstly, cookies are created to hold information about the last product visited by a logged in user. userID corresponds to the unique identification number for a user, and lastProd stores the identification number of the product that was last viewed by the logged-in user.
def createLastProdCookies(userID, lastProd):
    response.cookies['user_id'] = userID
    response.cookies['user_id']['path'] = '/'
    response.cookies['last_prod_id'] = lastProd
    response.cookies['last_prod_id']['path'] = '/'

    if auth.is_logged_in():
        createLastProdCookies(auth.user_id, post.id)

    if request.cookies.has_key('user_id') and
    request.cookies.has_key('last_prod_id'):
        post = db.products(request.cookies['last_prod_id']).value
        suggestions =
            db.(db.products.category
            ==post.category).select(limitby=(0,3),
            orderby=-(db.products.id))

    Figure 3. Controller – Creation of Cookies

Fig. 4 is the function call to create the cookies defined above, provided the user viewing the product page is currently logged-in. In the function call to createLastProdCookies, we observe that the two parameters match those required to set the cookies; the user’s identification number (auth.user_id), and the viewed item’s identification number (post.id).

Figure 4. Controller – Function used to create cookies if the user is logged in

Fig. 5 shows the check performed to identify whether, when a user is logged in and has visited a product’s page, a cookie, containing the correct information, is set. If this check returns true, then the post variable is set to the last viewed product’s unique identification number. Then, possible items to suggest are identified using a characteristic, namely ‘category’, of the last viewed product. The function proceeds to select three items from the products database, where their categories are the same as the category of the last viewed product. Using this logic, we are able to assume that, due to the user being interested in the initial product, they may also be interested in products from the same category which could be considered similar.

Once the controller has selected appropriate items to recommend, presently stored in the suggestions variable, Fig. 6 demonstrates the translation of these suggested products into the view for the user. Iterations of divider creation are completed for
each suggested product, displaying product information such as name, and image. These products can now be viewed by the user.

```html
{{for suggestion in suggestions}}
<div class="SuggestedProduct">
    <div style="width:80px;">
        <center>
            <a href="{{URL('product', args = {suggestion.id, 1})}}">{{suggestion.name}}</a>
            <img class="ListedProductImage thumbnail" src="{{URL('download', args=suggestion.image)}}"/>
        </center>
    </div>
{{pass}}
</div>

Figure 6. View – HTML code to display the suggested products

4.2 “Advanced” Implementation using Machine Learning Algorithms

The previous section defined a simple cookie-based implementation for content-based recommendation. Implementation of the more advanced method with the Web2py interface would involve leveraging the Python Scikit-learn library, which is detailed in this section.

The recommendation of an item to a user, is based on a characteristic of the item, which is the item’s category. If the user has viewed an item in category 2, for instance, it is assumed that they will also like other items of the same category, therefore more items from category 2 are recommended to the user.

While this explanation is relatively simplistic, it demonstrates the limitations faced by providing recommendations using cookies. To provide a more accurate recommendation to a user, more characteristics of items should be considered, apart from the item’s category. To that end, a dataset containing each item and definition of the characteristics should be constructed. For instance, a popular application of recommender systems exists within the TV and movies domain, therefore a dataset for movies would require information such as the movie name and its description. Figure 7 shows example movie data which is used in this example.
Building on the discussions thus far, the remainder of this section will focus on the implementation of content-based recommendation, using the dataset in Figure 7.

In order to use the item data with Scikit-learn, the pandas library is required to read in and manipulate the data. Figure 8 is an example of this in practice using the movie dataset.

```
import pandas as pd
data = pd.read_csv('location\moviedata.csv')
```

Figure 8. Initial use of Pandas for reading the data shown in Figure 7

Following this, an algorithm to identify similarities based on the item’s description should be used. One such algorithm is Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) used to identify words or characteristics with strong relationships to the item they belong to [13].

```
from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import TfidfVectorizer
from sklearn.metrics.pairwise import linear_kernel

dataMatrix = data.as_matrix()
itemToCalculate = 8
similarItemsToShow = 3

tf = TfidfVectorizer(analyzer='word',ngram_range=(1, 3),
                    min_df=0, stop_words='english')
tfidf_matrix = tf.fit_transform(data['description'])
```

Figure 9. TF-IDF algorithm in Scikit-learn
Figure 9 displays the matrix of n-grams, which is the main feature of the TF-IDF algorithm. The ngram_range parameter defines three types of n-grams required to build the matrix: unigram (one word i.e. “action”), bigram (two words i.e. “action chase”), and trigram (three words i.e. “action chase scenes”). This matrix is designed to only contain words of relevance and ignore stop-words such as “the”, “it”, and “and”, defined by the TfidfVectorizer parameter stop_words='english'. These words are not relevant to determining similarity between items and should therefore be ignored in n-gram creation. Regarding the hardcoded variables, dataMatrix allows easy access of the dataset, itemToCalculate defines which item in the dataset is the target item, and similarItemsToShow defines how many items we want to return that are similar to the target item. In this example, we want to find items that are similar to the movie “Space Cops”.

```
Def find_similar(tfidf_matrix, index, top_n
equalsimilarItemsToShow):
    cosine_similarities
    =linear_kernel(tfidf_matrix[index:index+1],
                   tfidf_matrix).flatten()
    related_docs_indices = [I for I in
                            cosine_similarities.argsort()[:-1] if I != index]
    return [(index, cosine_similarities[index]) for index
             in related_docs_indices[0:top_n]]
message = ("Items that are similar to ‘%s’ are: “
%dataMatrix[itemToCalculate][1])
print message
for index, score in find_similar(tfidf_matrix, itemToCalculate):
    print score, dataMatrix[index][1]
```

Figure 10. Function for identifying similar items [14], and print statement for results

Figure 10 demonstrates the function, find_similar, which will carry out the identification of similar items in the dataset, based on the target instance (itemToCalculate), based on a slight adaptation of Needham’s TF-IDF implementation in Jupyter Notebook [14]. In simple terms, this function uses cosine similarity, a method of measuring the degree of similarity between a pair of text objects [15] where the most similar objects are parallel to each other, to identify the defined number of items (similarItemsToShow) that are similar to the target item. The similarity score and description of each similar item is then returned, displaying the results, as shown in figure 11.
Figure 11. Printed message displaying the results when requesting items similar to item 8 – Space Cops

Figure 11 demonstrates that, when given an item, the above Python code using Scikit-learn can identify similar items in order of similarity. The item ‘Sudden Action’ is deemed similar to ‘Space Cops’ as it is also described as an action movie, therefore is given a similarity score of 0.13. However, the movie ‘Ghosts’ is also provided (as we requested 3 similar items) which does not contain any similar characteristics to ‘Space Cops’ and is given a similarity score of 0.

Based on this, we conclude that the TF-IDF algorithm in Scikit-learn is effective in providing suitable recommendations for a content-based system, be an appropriate implementation approach which would improve section 4.1.

5.0 Reflections and evaluation of the approach

In this paper, two implementations for content-based item recommendation were demonstrated.

Our initial use of cookies formed an effective method of item recommendation in the context of a small e-commerce store for university assignment purposes. It enabled us to provide the user with a list of items that they may be interested in, based on an item that they had previously used.

Although this method of recommendation is seen as useful to some extent [16], a more comprehensive application of this method could face issues concerning cookie churn, where the amount of data stored in cookies becomes too arduous to work through using cookies alone. In this situation, Yahoo! suggests the use of machine learning algorithms to overcome the issue [17].

As a result, we presented a new implementation approach, utilising the same web framework (Web2py) along with a Python library for machine learning (Scikit-learn). This implementation utilised the use of the TF-IDF algorithm, available in Scikit-learn, which performs best in situations where relationships of items based on keywords must be found [18].

In contrast, the code required for the cookie-based implementation required significant fragmentation, with sections of code appearing in multiple separate sections of the application’s controller in Web2py. The machine learning
implementation required a small amount of < 20 lines of code, which can be located in the same area of the controller, as the main workings of the code consists of one function call to find_similar() .

When using machine learning for tasks such as item recommendation, the problem of AI trustability is introduced. When presented with a given result, i.e., the movie “Sudden Action” is similar to “Space Cops”, one may ask the question of “why?”. In situations where a critical decision is being made by a machine learning algorithm, such as one which may affect a person’s wellbeing, we may not want to trust an algorithm that does not give valid reasoning for its decision to avoid repercussions, if the decision is deemed erroneous.

In this instance, it could be possible to explain the decisions made by the machine learning algorithm by returning information such as the specific keywords that were found when comparing items to each other. Furthermore, data used to determine cosine similarity in the TF-IDF algorithm could be extracted and translated for a user to understand. Perhaps this would give more insight into why items are identified as being similar and therefore improve the trustability of this implementation’s algorithm.

6.0 Conclusions and future work

This paper has presented the integration of web applications with adaptive features using the Web2py web framework and the Scikit-learn Python library, using a university assignment case study. Our first method used web cookie technology to provide content-based item recommendations to users of an e-commerce web system. Our second method improved on the previous method and discussed the implementation of a machine learning algorithm to provide content-based item recommendations, where the use of cookies may not be sufficient for large scale applications.

Our future research plans focus on the application of machine learning algorithms to more applications that use web framework technology, with specific emphasis on improving the trustability of said machine learning algorithms. Effective implementation of explainability for machine learning algorithms will be explored and implemented too. Lastly, this further implementation will demonstrate the ability to develop adaptive web interfaces using web frameworks, controlled by “well-explained” machine learning algorithms.
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